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About BioCote
BioCote is the market leading branded antimicrobial 
solutions provider. 

BioCote has over 20 years’ experience providing 
antimicrobial technology to manufacturing 
companies around the world. 

BioCote protected products are used and trusted by 
millions of people every day.

In partnership with

What is a ‘microbe’?

The BioCote brand is recognised globally as a 
guarantee of superior antimicrobial performance. 

BioCote is the company that sets the antimicrobial 
standard.

‘Antimicrobial’ describes something that can resist 
the growth of microbes including bacteria and 
mould.

What does ‘antimicrobial’ mean?
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A ‘microbe’ is a microscopic living organism or 
microorganism. Microbes are very diverse including 
bacteria and mould.

MICROBESMouldBacteria +

01
Performance
Only products that demonstrate superior 
antimicrobial performance carry the 
BioCote brand.

03 Real life
BioCote have demonstrated the technology 
works in hospitals, schools, food factories 
and more.

02
Quality Control
BioCote protected products are subjected 
to regular quality control testing.

04 Accredited
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What does BioCote Technology do?

Benefits - Performance characteristics

Continuous

BioCote technology works 
continuously protecting 
around the clock.

Effective

BioCote technology is proven 
to protect against a broad 
range of microbes. This 
includes bacteria, mould and 
the H1N1 virus.

Permanent

BioCote technology is 
integrated during manufacture 
its protection will last the 
expected lifetime of the 
product.

99.99%
bacteria reduction

Up to

Futureproof

BioCote technology does not 
cause multi drug resistant 
strains of bacteria like MRSA.

Proven

BioCote technology reduces 
the levels of bacteria on a 
protected surface by up to 
99.99%.

Protective

BioCote technology protects 
against the threat of cross-
contamination.

BioCote Technology makes your product 
antimicrobial, protecting it against bacteria and 
mould.

Your BioCote protected product is:
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What can harmful microbes do?

more hygienic

protected against stains

protected against odours

protected against material degradation

easier to keep hygienically clean

safer to use

will last and perform longer

Use biocides safely. Always read the label and product information before use.


